: Rept. sub. for pub. in \Physics Letters. Blair has indicated that expanding the diffraction model to second ~rder in the deformation could reproduce the "in phase" characteristic.
1
Recent coupled channel calculations by Buck have shown that the t"WO-t>honon
. states can be excited either by a direct two-phonon mechanism, or by a multiple,. out of phase with the elastic distribution over the .incident alpha particle / energy range of 25-100 MeV.
2) The angular distribution for the combined excitation of the second 2+ and first 4+ levels is about one-quarter cycle out of phase with the elastic distribution at 25 MeV and is in phase at 100 MeV; there appears to be a smooth variation from out-of-phase to in-phase as one increases.
the incident alpha particle energy.
Comparison of the data, at small angles in the center of mass system, 
